
The Einhell eccentric sander TC-RS 425 E is a powerful tool for machining even and uneven surfaces made of wood, wood-based materials or painted

surfaces. Thanks to the speed control electronics, the sanding performance can be optimally adapted to the material and task. The 425 W device is

equipped with a 125 mm sanding disc with micro hook and loop fastener. The eccentric sander operates with a large oscillating circuit of 2.5 mm and

oscillating speeds between 12,000 and 26,000 per minute. Thanks to ergonomic grip surfaces with softgrip and additional handle, it sits well in the

hand. In addition, the grinder has a dust extraction system with dust collection sack and an extraction adapter. The pump's power cord is 2 metres

long.

Rotating Sander

TC-RS 425 E
Item No.: 4462005

Ident No.: 21011

Bar Code: 4006825664720

Features & Benefits
Robust/powerful random orbital sander for numerous applications-

Speed electronics for material- & application-oriented work-

Finest grind with high performance due to eccentric principle-

Easy/quick change of abrasive paper thanks to micro fastening-

Safe and comfortable working thanks to soft grip-

Active dust extraction ensures a clean working environment-

Both integrated and connection for external dust extraction-

Incl. sanding paper (1xP60, 1xP80, 1xP120)-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 425 W

- Oscillating speed 12000 - 26000 min^-1

- Oscillating circuit 2.5 mm

- backing pad diameter 125 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.69 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.28 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 320 x 133 x 188 mm

- Pieces per export carton 6 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 14.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 415 x 355 x 400 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2550 | 5250 | 6300
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Available as special accessories

Q-Stick Scheibe Ø125 25tlg.
Exzenterschleifer-Zubehör
Item No.: 49491974
Bar Code: 4009314919745
Einhell Accessory
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